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Abstract—Since the concept of Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) has been proposed, telcos and service providers have leveraged these concepts
to provide their services more efficiently. However, as the virtual
network in the data centers becomes more complex, a variety
of new network management problems arise. To deal with these
management problems, it is necessary to monitor and analyze
resource usage and traffic load of Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) operating on the virtual network. Recently, there have
been many attempts to develop technologies that enable network
management without human intervention. In this paper, we specify
our anomaly detection problem with scenarios involving SLA violations to satisfy the practical needs of network management. Also,
we set the real-world NFV environment to generate anomalous
data corresponding to each scenario and extend our approach to
implementing the system for root-cause localization which identifies the exact VNF instance causing the SLA-related anomalies. We
use the datasets collected from the VNFs’ service function chain
scenarios implemented on OpenStack environment, and compare
the accuracy of the anomaly detection models generated by various
machine learning algorithms. Our experimental results show the
best model has F1-measure over 95% for anomaly detection and
93% for root-cause localization.
Index Terms—anomaly detection, root-cause localization, network monitoring, machine learning, NFV management

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), and Network Virtualization (NV) are giving
us new ways to design, build, and operate networks. With
these technologies, telcos and service providers can reduce
CAPEX and OPEX by replacing the closed network functions
to softwarized Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). In addition,
cloud computing combines these technologies to use computing resources more efficiently in data centers, and provides
flexibility and agility for application service deployment and
management [1].
With the wide-spread use of these technologies, the number
of VNFs and services operating on virtual networks is increasing significantly. In contrast, these increases can complicate
virtual network operations, and may cause performance degradation, service failures, or system overload problems. For this
reason, the importance of virtual network management in NFV
environment is emphasized.
To solve the management problem in a virtual environment,
several requirements [2] are defined regarding orchestration,
performance, security, etc. In particular, resource management
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and fault management techniques have been developed. Resource management is to provide optimized computing and
network resource for VNFs such as the allocation or scaling of
virtual resources. Fault management is to recover the system or
network from failures, or to detect abnormal behaviors.
Network administrators can handle these tasks well in small
networks, but in the case of large-size networks and the
networks that have complex dependencies, it requires different
approaches. Therefore, recent research on virtual network management using machine learning and deep learning techniques
has attracted much attention to solving the above problems.
Several attempts have tried to develop technologies that enable
the network to understand its status and optimally manage the
network without human intervention [3].
We focus on the anomaly detection technique for virtual
networks in NFV environment as a fault management measure.
However, the existing studies are mostly based on binary classification for detecting VNFs’ anomalies related to performance
bottlenecks such as CPU/memory usage, and throughput. In
this paper, we propose a machine learning-based VNF anomaly
detection and root-cause localization system, considering the
system resource usage and service level agreement (SLA) violation status both. We use OpenStack testbed to operate various
VNFs in real-world topology. And we derive and deploy the
optimal machine learning model by testing and analyzing the
data collected from the testbed with various machine learning
models and comparing their accuracy.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Background
Traditionally, network management is performed manually
by human administrators. However, as network and service
requirements become more diverse and complex, deploying
or upgrading the services takes a much longer time, and the
demands for human experts for detailed network configuration
increase network operation costs. To solve these problems,
the development of network management technology using
machine learning is attracting great attention [4].
In this trend, automating the virtual network management in
NFV environment using machine learning generally consists of
the processes as shown in Fig. 1. First, VNFs operate on the
NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) by using its virtual resources, and
Analytics monitors VNF resource usage. ETSI NFV Working
Group presents representative monitoring data that can be collected and used in an NFV environment (e.g. CPU utilization,

Fig. 1: Overall process of ML-based NFV management

memory usage, traffic load, etc.) [5]. Then, the monitoring
data are stored in the database. Next, the data are converted
into datasets to train the machine learning algorithm, and the
algorithm generates a model which has a specific purpose. After
that, the model creates policies on how to operate the virtual
network based on the current states. Finally, NFV Management
and Orchestrator (MANO) operates and manages the entire
NFV environment according to the policies.
Among the requirements for network management automation, our work focuses on VNF anomaly detection, which is one
of the processes for virtual network management automation
in NFV environment. We detect abnormal states of VNFs and
the location of abnormal VNFs based on system and network
resource usage by training monitoring data through machine
learning algorithms when performance bottlenecks and SLA
violations occur.
B. Related Work
There exist many anomaly detection studies in various fields
of network management, but most of the studies are different
from each other in their settings of network environments and
the definition of anomalies. E. Chuah et al. [6] investigates the
effect of high resource usage on system failures using resource
usage monitor and log analysis. In addition, it is very difficult to
get datasets related to abnormal situations because they happen
rarely and unexpectedly as the term ”anomaly” itself implies.
So many studies use fault injection techniques to generate the
software or hardware faults [7], [10], [12], [14].
To automatically detect anomalies, statistical solutions have
been developed. J. Hochenbaum et al. [7] proposes statistical
measures based on the three-sigma rule, moving averages, and
the Seasonal Trend decomposition using Loess (STL) algorithm
and compares their efficiencies of detecting anomalies in cloud
infrastructure data. C. Wang et al. [8] proposes a method called
EbAT which detects anomalies by analyzing the distribution of
arbitrary metrics instead of the thresholds of individual metrics,
and compares its performance with that of the threshold-based
method. J. Chen et al. [9] proposes a MADEL algorithm, which
uses a matrix differential decomposition (MDD) based anomaly
detection and localization in NFV networks through round-trip
time (RTT) and packet loss rate. These statistical approaches

might be efficient for automatic anomaly detection when the
anomaly could be defined by a single threshold value and the
threshold could be set clearly. However, statistical technologies
can not classify those anomalies which are caused by more
complicated conditions.
As more and more attempts to apply artificial intelligence
to network management have increased, many studies use machine learning techniques to detect anomalies, especially those
related to the performance of VNFs in NFV environment. C.
Sauvanaud et al. [10] proposes the anomaly detection and rootcause localization model which classifies the states of VNFs
into normal and abnormal, with Random Forest (RF) algorithm
in vIMS environment. PREPARE system [11] provides automatic performance anomaly prevention for virtualized cloud
computing infrastructures by integrating the Markov chain
model with the Tree Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN) algorithm.
Instead of providing a specific machine learning model, J. Qiu
et al. [12] applies Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision
Tree (DT), RF, and Neural Network (NN) to detect the performance anomalies, and compares the performance of each
model. H. Bouattour et al. [13] proposes the anomaly detection
and root-cause analysis method based on k-means clustering
and a one-class SVM classifier by evaluating the proposed
model with VoIP application. And BARCA [14] framework
detects the distributed system’s abnormal behaviors such as
deadlock and memory leak through online SVM classifiers,
and compares the performance of various feature extraction
methods.
Major differences compared to related work are as follows.
Firstly, most of the existing studies detect the abnormal states
with binary classification related to typical resource overloads
such as CPU and memory. In contrast, our work detects SLArelated abnormal states with higher accuracy than existing
studies. Secondly, this work provides the root-cause location
of VNF which causes the SLA violations. Thirdly, our work
collects large data for service function chaining scenarios, while
some existing studies use a relatively small number of data for
training and validation.
III. M ETHODOLOGY AND I MPLEMENTATION
A. Methodology
Fig. 2 illustrates an overview of the proposed anomaly
detection method. The proposed method consists of 3 main
processes: virtual network monitoring, preprocessing, and training models. We use supervised learning algorithms to learn the
relationship between feature data and labeled data. Through the
main processes, we choose the best model by comparing the
performance among the models.
1) Virtual Network Monitoring: To train the anomaly detection model, we have to monitor the virtual network operating
on NFV Infrastructure. Monitoring functions for the virtual
network generally consist of monitoring agents, a monitoring
service, and a dashboard.
Monitoring agents collect the status data of each VNF in the
virtual network. Monitoring metrics collected by the agents are

TABLE I. Selected features for anomaly detection

Fig. 2: Proposed ML-based anomaly detection method

the subsets of representative metrics [6] such as CPU utilization,
memory usage, and traffic load, etc. Monitoring agents then
transfer the data to the monitoring service, which stores the
collected data into the time-series database. To provide visibility, a simple dashboard is implemented. The stored data are
transformed into the datasets for model training.
When collecting the data from the virtual network, because
anomalies do not occur frequently on the network, we use fault
injection techniques to generate abnormal states with precise
controllability. In particular, we emulate the various software
or hardware faults which exist in the system: 1) generating the
abnormal states to VMs where VNFs operate, and 2) generating
heavy workload which does not guarantee the correct service
such as sending tremendous network traffic.
The first method causes faults directly into the VM where
the VNF operates. The fault situations used in this method
are considered in terms of CPU utilization, memory usage,
disk I/O access, network latency, and network packet loss. The
second method causes heavy overload to the network through
tremendous traffic. This may cause packet processing delay and
packet drop by the kernel. We emulate a large amount of traffic
to VNFs and a large number of accesses to web servers which
pass through the VNFs.
2) Preprocessing: Preprocessing converts the monitoring
data collected through the previous processes into a suitable
form to train models. This process consists of feature selection
and data labeling (Fig. 2). First, feature selection discriminates
the metrics which are most relevant to the criteria for distinguishing abnormal states with the metrics collected through
monitoring. Then we remove redundant metrics that are intrinsically correlated to each other. In this process, we extracted
the 25 features (described in Table I) for instance information
and resource usage of VNFs through feature selection and used
the features to train models.
Data labeling is a process to distinguish the extracted feature data into normal and abnormal to train the models for
supervised learning-based machine learning algorithms. In the
case of root-cause localization function, the abnormal states
are labeled more specifically with the location of VNF which
shows abnormal behaviors. However, simply defining abnormal
states as cases in which the metrics such as CPU utilization

are temporarily increased for a very short time causes many
false alarms. So we define abnormal states in 2 cases: 1) VNF
performance bottleneck and 2) SLA violations.
VNF performance bottleneck is represented as packet drops
occurring inside the VNFs due to the lack of available system
resources caused by the fault injection techniques. The packet
drop rate is calculated by comparing the number of incoming
and outgoing packets processed by the VNFs. We labeled the
data as abnormal states when VNFs’ packet drops occurred over
0.1% by fault injection, and labeled the rest as normal.
SLA violations are different for each service, but they generally include average service time (response time) and service
request failure rate for operating service. For example, web
services require an average response time between 0.5 or 1
second, and availability between 99% or 99.9% [15].
3) Training Models: There are various kinds of supervised
learning algorithms to solve classification problems. To choose
the best anomaly detection algorithm, trained models need to be
tested with the given dataset. Among tens of models showing
the highest performance in a training process, in most of the
cases, Distributed Random Forest (DRF) [16], Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) [17], Extreme Gradient Boost (XGBoost)
[18], Deep Learning (FNN) [19] based models are included.
First, in the case of DRF model, we adjust hyperparameters
such as the number of trees, depth of trees, and the number of
leaves to optimize the model by minimizing log loss. And in
the case of GBM and XGBoost models, the hyperparameters
are similar to DRF except that we additionally adjust the
row/column sample rate per tree which doesn’t exist for DRF.
Besides, in the case of XGBoost model, one-hot encoding
method is used for categorical features. Lastly, in the case of the
Deep Learning model, we adjust the number of nodes for the
two hidden layers with ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) activation
function, and then we apply dropout to the neural network to
regularize it.
B. Implementation
Fig. 3 illustrates the implemented architecture of the anomaly
detection system’s prototype based on the generated model
through the proposed method. The virtual network is configured
on the physical environment by using OpenStack environment,
and operates various services on this NFV Infrastructure. First,
VNFs and network status data are collected and transferred

to the database and dashboard. Next, the anomaly detection
function imports the real-time data from the database and preprocesses the data for the deployed anomaly detection module
(based on Python) on the system. Then, the anomaly detection
module detects the abnormal status by identifying the processed
real-time data, and localizes the root-cause VNF which has the
anomalies. Finally, the anomaly detection module notifies the
alert to a network administrator or NFV orchestrator to operate
and manage the virtual infrastructures well. To deploy the
anomaly detection module, we trained the anomaly detection
models. The training processes consist of data collection part
and data analysis part.
1) Data Collection: Data collection is to collect the data
from VNFs for anomaly detection model training. It is the
implementation of virtual network monitoring and fault injection processes in our methodology. We first build VNFs in
our OpenStack-based NFVI environment [20] to configure the
VNFs’ service scenarios. Each scenario emulates the abnormal
state of the VNFs through fault injection techniques as well as
the normal operation of the VNFs. In each fault injection technique, stress-ng [21] injects faults related to system resource
usages used by the VMs, such as high CPU utilization, lack
of memory, and disk accesses anomalies. Also, Linux tc [22]
generates network latency (packet delay) and packet loss to
perform fault injection related to network anomalies and SLA
violations.
To monitor the VNFs’ normal and abnormal states, we
implemented the virtual network monitoring functions. Collectd
[23] which is a monitoring daemon agent monitors the status
of each VM which VNFs operate (e.g. resource usage, traffic
load, etc.). Then, the monitoring data are stored in InfluxDB
[24], a time-series database. Grafana [25] dashboard provides
the data stored in the database in the form that users request
by sending queries (InfluxQL) to InfluxDB.
2) Data Analysis: Data analysis includes preprocessing and
model training steps. In this part, we train the anomaly detection
models with the exported data. Among the metrics of VNFs’
historical data which are exported from Grafana, we extract 25
features according to the feature selection process (Table I).
Then, we label the extracted feature data as normal and abnormal states. Data labeling is performed based on the occurrence
of SLA violations and each VNF’s abnormal behaviors for root-

cause localization.
The labeled dataset created by the preprocessing process
guides the models to learn the relationships between feature
data and labeling data through supervised learning-based machine learning algorithms. In this part, we use the R language
and H2 O framework [26] to train anomaly detection models.
Among the many algorithms, we implement 4 algorithms
(XGBoost, GBM, DRF, and Deep Learning), which show the
highest performance in our experiments, by controlling each
model’s hyper-parameters. After each model is generated, we
compare the performance of each anomaly detection model and
finally select the most suitable model.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
To evaluate the performance of the proposed anomaly detection method, we first set up the experimental testbed environment [20] with similar topology to that of a Multiaccess Edge Computing (MEC) scenario. Fig. 4 illustrates our
experimental testbed. In the testbed, we used the OpenStack
(Rocky release) to construct a virtual network with a monitoring
system, and VNFs’ service function chainings (SFCs) in a
web hosting service and login authentication scenarios. The
SFCs consist of open-source VNFs: firewall (FW, iptables [27]),
intrusion detection system (IDS, Suricata [28]), flow monitor
(FM, ntopng [29]), deep packet inspection (DPI, nDPI [30]),
and load balancer (LB, HAProxy [31]).

(a) web hosting service

(b) login authentication

Fig. 4: Experimental testbed setup based on OpenStack: web
hosting service scenario (a), login authentication scenario (b)
In the web hosting service scenario (Fig. 4a), the client is to
pass through the 5 types of VNFs to access the web servers,
and in the login authentication scenario, the client sends login
requests to the login server which are connected to remote
database (Fig. 4b). We emulated HTTP requests through a web
stress tool (Apache Bench) to generate the client-side HTTP
traffic pattern for web servers.
B. Experiment 1: Web Hosting Service

Fig. 3: Overall architecture of proposed system

At first, the clients send the HTTP requests to web servers
in our testbed. We configured the number of connections as 10
to 500, and the number of HTTP requests as 1,000 to 50,000
for making traffic patterns. In this experiment, we collected
about 90,000 data which consists of 60% normal data and
40% abnormal data by monitoring every second. In labeling

Fig. 5: ROC curves of experiment 1

SLA violation metrics, we labeled the abnormal data with
the reduced average service time (to 250 ms) and availability
(to 99.95%, represented as a service request failure rate over
0.05%). Because our testbed which resembles the MEC topology is relatively smaller than the real MEC environment, we
adjusted the SLA violation standards [24] by applying more
strict ones which are adequate for the testbed size. Finally,
to evaluate the trained models’ performance more precisely,
we gave weight to abnormal data to balance the data classes,
and compared each model’s performance through 5-fold crossvalidation.
We compare each model’s ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves (Fig. 5). GBM and XGBoost model show the
best performance of 0.996 AUC (Area Under the Curve) value.
DRF model follows the GBM and XGBoost models by a narrow
margin with the AUC value of 0.995. Also, we compare the
mean values of precision, recall, F1-measure, and training time
from the cross-validation process. For all models of selected
top 4 algorithms, the labeled data are classified with an F1measure of higher than 0.9. As shown in Table II-a, GBM and
XGBoost show the best performance, followed by DRF and
Deep Learning in order. In the case of XGBoost and GBM, the
TABLE II. Experimental results of web hosting service

F1-measures are over 0.96, but GBM requires more training
time.
Based on these results, we apply the XGBoost algorithm
which is used for the best performing model considering
training time and accuracy to root-cause localization prediction.
The abnormal data are labeled into more specific VNFs and
heavy traffic loads which cause the SLA violations. As shown
in Table II-b, the 2 kinds of datasets are used for validation.
For overall labels, The dataset which includes the hop-by-hop
latency feature which can be collected by our testbed shows
slightly better performances than the dataset without the hopby-hop latency feature. Among the VNFs which consist of SFC
in this experiment, prediction results for the IDS anomalies are
the worst (0.94), while DPI shows the best prediction results
(0.98).
C. Experiment 2: Login Authentication
In the login authentication scenario (Fig. 4b), the configurations for traffic patterns, monitoring methods, and the model
training processes are the same as in the web hosting scenario.
In this experiment, we collected about 120,000 data and labeled
this dataset into two ways: 1) 250 ms of avg. service response
time, 99.95% of availability, and 2) 200 ms of avg. service
response time, 99.99% of availability. Unlike web hosting
scenario which includes media data, the requests in this scenario
require only login authentication. We could show the avg.
service response time and request failure rate are less than the
values in the previous scenario. So we labeled the abnormal
data with more strict standards, and compared the results of
each model and labeling way.
Like web hosting scenario, we first compare each model’s
performance through the ROC curve (Fig. 6). The results of 2nd
labeling case show slightly lower performance than 1st labeling
case. But in both labeling cases, GBM and XGBoost model
show the best performance at about 0.99 AUC values. Also,
for all models of selected top 4 algorithms, the labeled data are
classified with an F1-measure of higher than 0.9 (90%). In both
labeling cases, GBM and XGBoost show the best performance,
followed by DRF and Deep Learning in order (Table III-a).
XGBoost and GBM models show the F1-measures over 0.95
in 1st labeling case and 0.93 in 2nd labeling case.

(a) Prediction results of trained models

(b) Prediction results of XGBoost with root-cause localization

Fig. 6: ROC curves of experiment 2: (a) labeled with 250ms
avg. response time and 99.95% availability, (b) labeled with
200ms avg. response time and 99.99% availability

TABLE III. Experimental results of login authentication

TABLE IV. Prediction results with the test datasets

(a) Prediction results of trained models

(a) Prediction results of trained models

(b) Detailed prediction results of web hosting scenario

(b) Prediction results of XGBoost with root-cause localization

(c) Detailed prediction results of login authentication scenario (200ms
response time, 99.99% availability case)

Also, based on these results, we apply the XGBoost algorithm which is used for the best performing model to root-cause
localization prediction. As shown in Table III-b, we used the 2
kinds of datasets (with and without hop-by-hop latency feature)
in each labeling case like the web hosting scenario. In the aspect
of labeling cases, the overall results of the 1st labeling case
(250 ms of avg. response time and 99.95% of availability) is
slightly worse than the results of the 2nd labeling case (200
ms of avg. response time and 99.99% of availability). In the
aspect of hop-by-hop latency feature, the datasets which include
the hop-by-hop latency feature show better performances than
the datasets without hop-by-hop latency feature. The cause of
heavy traffic overload has the worst prediction results about
0.89 of F1-measure.
D. Discussion
While the target environments and the definition of anomalies
are different, the attained values from our experiments are
similar or relatively higher than any other results of related
work. In all experiments, XGBoost models show the best classification accuracy with the shortest training time. GBM model
also shows good performance, but it takes longer to train with
a high risk of overfitting. In the aspect of feature importance,
the hop-by-hop latency feature was the most important feature
than other features, and the metrics related to CPU, network
bandwidth, memory, and disk I/O follow.
Also, for the generated model’s generalizability, we validated
the generated anomaly detection model with the test datasets
of different traffic patterns. The test datasets consist of about
20,000 normal data and 20,000 abnormal data for each scenario
by random sampling. The results show about 91% and 90%
of F1-measure for the two scenarios (Table IV-a). However,

in root-cause localization results, IDS and LB show similar
prediction results, but other VNFs (FW, FM, and DPI) and
the anomalies caused by heavy traffic load cases show lower
accuracy. To solve this problem, we need to improve the
model’s performance or consider individually training anomaly
detection models for each VNF.
To apply the anomaly detection model in more dynamic
environments, we consider improving our model to deal with
various service scenarios. And to include system or applicationlevel failures, syslog data or error messages generated by
applications could be used for labeling. By utilizing the proposed anomaly detection function, it could help VNF lifecycle
management decision making such as VNF auto-scaling and
migration functions for network administrators (or NFV orchestrators).
V. C ONCLUSION
The current NFV environment faces various demands for efficient management and operation in a fast-changing network. In
this paper, we propose a machine learning-based VNF anomaly
detection with the root-cause localization system as a step to
automate virtual network management in NFV environment.
We configure the two SFC scenarios in an OpenStack-based
testbed with real-world topology, and evaluate the anomaly
detection model trained by the proposed method. The results of
our experiments show that the F1-measure of the most suitable
anomaly detection model is over at least 95%, and 93% of
the root-cause localization accuracy except for the heavy traffic
load case in login authentication.
For future work, we will extend to our anomaly detection
model to apply more various use-cases such as vIMS environment or other application services. And we will extend our
model to log analysis to more accurately define and detect
anomalies.
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